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Companies take note: Helping employees  
reduce financial stress is a win-win

When employees are stressed about their finances, they 
don’t just worry outside of work. Nearly one in four workers 
say their personal money problems are a distraction at work.1 
Here are tips for helping employees address some of their 
most common money worries.

Build a Buddy 
SyStem
Help employees develop peer 
groups to support each other as 
they deal with financial issues 
such as a lack of savings.
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Get PerSonal
Individualized advice from experts can help 
employees make the most of their benefits—
including medical coverage and retirement plans. 

37%
of workers say they 
need more help 
understanding their 
workplace benefits,  with
 younger workers 
needing the most help.2
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1, 3,  6, 7  PwC, “Employee Financial Wellness Survey,  
 2014 Results,” April 2014. 
2  MetLife, “12th Annual U.S. Employee Benefit Trends  
 Study,” 2014.
4,5 The National Foundation for Credit Counseling/Harris, 
 “The 2014 Consumer Financial Literacy Survey,” 2014.

employees worry about 
not being able to cover 
their monthly bills.61 in 5

of adults haven’t 
reviewed their 
credit score in the 
past 12 months.565%

KeeP Score
Weak credit scores can cost employees big 
bucks—and cause high stress. Access to a credit 
monitoring service can help employees stay on 
top of their credit scores.

50%

Half of all employees 
worry that their 
savings won’t cover an 
unexpected expense.3 

34%

One in three adults 
have no savings 
other than retirement 
savings.4

Offer access to—and training for—
powerful budgeting and money 
management tools such as LearnVest, 
HelloWallet and Mint.
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Younger workers are more worried 
about meeting monthly expenses:7
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About Us
For nearly four decades, State Street Global Advisors has 
been committed to helping our clients, and the millions who 
rely on them, achieve financial security. We partner with 
many of the world’s largest, most sophisticated investors and 
financial intermediaries to help them reach their goals 
through a rigorous, research-driven investment process 
spanning both indexing and active disciplines. With trillions* 
in assets, our scale and global reach offer clients access to 
markets, geographies and asset classes, and allow us to deliver 
thoughtful insights and innovative solutions.

State Street Global Advisors is the investment management arm 
of State Street Corporation.

* �Assets�under�management�were�$2.24�trillion�as�of�December�31,�2015.�AUM�reflects�approx.�
$22.0�billion�(as�of�December�31,�2015)�with�respect�to�which�State�Street�Global�Markets,�LLC�
(SSGM)�serves�as�marketing�agent;�SSGM�and�State�Street�Global�Advisors�are�affiliated.

©�2015�State�Street�Corporation.�All�Rights�Reserved.
ID6103-�DC-2983��0316��Exp.�Date:�03/31/2019
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For more articles like this, please visit  
ssga.com/dc/theparticipant 

Subscriptions 
To receive print and/or digital copies of The Participant,  
please email us at theparticipant@ssga.com.

Feedback  
We welcome your ideas, feedback and suggestions for  
consideration in future surveys or articles. Contact us at  
theparticipant@ssga.com.
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SSGA�Target�Date�Fund�are�designed�for�investors�expecting�to�retire�around�the�year�
indicated�in�each�fund’s�name.�When�choosing�a�Fund,�investors�should�consider�whether�
they�anticipate�retiring�significantly�earlier�or�later�than�age�65�even�if�such�investors�
retire�on�or�near�a�fund’s�approximate�target�date.�There�may�be�other�considerations�
relevant�to�fund�selection�and�investors�should�select�the�fund�that�best�meets�their�
individual�circumstances�and�investment�goals.�The�funds’�asset�allocation�strategy�
becomes�increasingly�conservative�as�it�approaches�the�target�date�and�beyond.�The�
investment�risks�of�each�Fund�change�over�time�as�its�asset�allocation�changes.�

The�views�expressed�in�this�material�are�the�views�of�SSGA�Defined�Contribution�
through�the�period�ended�February�28,�2015,�and�are�subject�to�change�based�on�market�
and�other�conditions.�This�document�contains�certain�statements�that�may�be�deemed�
forward-looking�statements.�Please�note�that�any�such�statements�are�not�guarantees�of�
any�future�performance,�and�actual�results�or�developments�may�differ�materially�from�
those�projected.�The�information�provided�does�not�constitute�investment�advice�and�it�
should�not�be�relied�on�as�such.�It�should�not�be�considered�a�solicitation�to�buy�or�an�
offer�to�sell�a�security.�It�does�not�take�into�account�any�investor’s�particular�investment�
objectives,�strategies,�tax�status�or�investment�horizon.

There�are�risks�associated�with�investing�in�Real�Assets�and�the�Real�Assets�sector,�
including�real�estate,�precious�metals�and�natural�resources.�Investments�can�be�
significantly�affected�by�events�relating�to�these�industries.

Standard�deviation�is�a�historical�measure�of�the�volatility�of�returns.�If�a�portfolio�has�a�
high�standard�deviation,�its�returns�have�been�volatile;�a�low�standard�deviation�indicates�
returns�have�been�less�volatile.�Standard�Deviation�is�normally�shown�over�a�time�period�
of�36�months,�but�the�illustrations�noted�in�this�material�may�reflect�a�shorter�time�
frame.�This�may�not�depict�a�true�historical�measure,�and�shouldn’t�be�relied�upon�as�an�
accurate�assessment�of�volatility.

Unless�otherwise�noted,�the�opinions�of�the�authors�provided�are�not�necessarily�
those�of�State�Street.�The�experts�are�not�employed�by�State�Street�but�may�receive�
compensation�from�State�Street�for�their�services.�Views�and�opinions�are�subject�to�
change�at�any�time�based�on�market�and�other�conditions.�You�should�consult�your�tax�
and�financial�advisor.�All�material�has�been�obtained�from�sources�believed�to�be�reliable.�
There�is�no�representation�or�warranty�as�to�the�accuracy�of�the�information,�and�State�
Street�shall�have�no�liability�for�decisions�based�on�such�information.

Investing�involves�risk,�including�the�risk�of�loss�of�principal.�The�whole�or�any�part�of�this�
work�may�not�be�reproduced,�copied�or�transmitted�or�any�of�its�contents�disclosed�to�
third�parties�without�SSGA’s�express�written�consent.

Diversification�does�not�ensure�a�profit�or�guarantee�against�loss.�


